OUTLAW CAMP BULLETIN
Spiders and spooks were the order of the day at Outlaw Camp’s “Fun Fifth Saturday” shoot held on
Halloween eve Oct. 30. It was a truly beautiful day and with fast stages and some new targets we shot
seven stages so I think everyone got in all the shooting they wanted. The range was open after the
match for those who wished to practice on some of the stages in order to get ready for the Southwest
Regional.
Congratulations to Lead Bane on a clean match, he was the only one! Other clean stages were shot by
Strongbox Bill, 6; J.D. Redeye, Missouri Ruffian, Tombstone Shadow, Mo Brian, Ozark Red, 5; High Card
Kay, Ozark Outlaw, Arkansas Harper, 4;Arkansas Drifter, Bulldog McGraw, Short Tree, 3; Moondance Kid,
The Stump Man, Flint Greasewood, Buffalo Phil, Arkansas Bell, William Money, Missouri Plowboy,
Swifty’s Sassafras, 2; Cheeka Bow Wow, Sundown Duke, Swifty Coaltrain, 1;
We had a new shooter, Wind Slinger AKA Dewey Spencer; he is getting his gear together and only shot
his rifle, some borrowed pistols and no shotgun except for one stage. Also in attendance was Ron
Woodson in full cowboy dress, he was one of the first members of the original Hot Springs Club, the
Arkansas Cowboy Action Shooter Assn. We had a special guest from Kansas, Buffalo Phil AKA Phil
Polley. Also shooting with us here for the first time was Cheeka Bow Wow AKA Betty McGraw. We trust
you all felt welcome and we welcome you back.
We want to welcome new members, Swifty Coaltrain and Swifty’s Sassafras AKA Randy and Vicki
Melton.
Since this was a fun day and it does not count for year- end awards the scores have no shooting
category designations. The main reason is that Red didn’t have room to get all seven stages and the
category designations in on one page. We do have the category breakdowns on file if you are interested.
Lost and Found – we do have some items that have been left here from time to time. If you think you
left or lost something here check our lost and found.
Our regular shoot was also a nice day, shooting in two posses, we shot six stages. Several were out in
the deer woods as this was the first day of the modern gun season.
Congratulations to Moon Dance Kid and Ozark Outlaw on a clean match. Clean stages were shot by Just
n’ Ol’ Lefty, High Card Kay, Sundown Duke, 2; Tombstone Shadow, Arkansas Drifter, Mustang Moore,
Dingus Dan Lagree, 3; Stump Man, Short Tree, Dead Eye Duke, Ozark Red, 4; Wild Big Bill, Chance Luck,
Fiddleback Joe, Mo Brian, Lefty Ed, 5;
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There has been some confusion on the score sheets so we are going to try and clear it up. As you know
here at Outlaw Camp we score on total time for the match rather than Rank Point scoring. We do this
because we feel that overall time scoring is better for a small match. I also feel that Rank Point scoring is
better for a larger match. I will be glad to discuss this with anyone who is interested. We have always
given the results under the Final Results column as follows: OTF or overall time finish is the first column.
Fin Time is the second column which is the time it took to shoot the match. The next column is ORF or
Overall Rank finish. The next column is CTF or Category Time Finish. The fifth column is CRF or Category
Rank Finish and the last column is FR or Final Rank which is the total number of rank points you had for
the match. I guess I never noticed that in an effort to get the results of six stages on the score sheet we
had to compress everything we could and it made it hard to read the headings. We only did this so you
could see the difference in the scoring systems. As of our regular shoot in December we will drop the
reference to Rank scoring which will make the headers easier to read. Hopefully it will be OTF or Overall
Time Finish. Fin Time or the time it took to shoot the match and CTF or Category Time Finish. This will
eliminate the three columns relating to Rank Scoring and make it a little easier for Red to clean up the
score sheet. Each month we print the results both ways for our own edification so it will be on file if you
wish to look at it.
Look for Outlaw Camp shooters who sport a ruby jewel, which signifies they have shot a clean match
here. We award a ruby jewel pin for each clean match. Now if you shoot six clean matches you may turn
in five of your ruby pins for an emerald pin. The Emerald pin signifies that you have shot six clean
matches here.
The weather is cooling down so we need to bundle up a little more when we go out to shoot. Only one
more shoot this year at Outlaw Camp, so remember you need six shoots in the same category to be
eligible for year- end awards.
2011 starts out with a bang as January has a fifth Saturday. We are looking forward to our first two
shoots in January. Hopefully the weather will be a little kinder to us in 2011.
Looking forward to a good holiday season and we hope to see you the second Saturday in December!
Remember…………….
KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE!

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest
Dec. 11 Sat.
Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Dec. 11 Sat.
‘True Grit’ Year End Party Western Sizzlin, Russellville, AR 6:00 PM
Dec. 25 Sat.
Christmas Day
Jan. 1 Sat.
New Years Day
Jan. 1 Sat.
Shoot ‘MVV’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Jan. 2 Sun.
Shoot ‘MVV’ shoot 9:00
Jan. 8 Sat.
Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’
Jan. 23 Sun.
Shoot ‘True Grit’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Jan. 29 Sat.
Fun Fifth Saturday Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

